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The world’s greatest archaeological finds and what they tell us about lost civilizationsRenowned
archaeologist Patrick Hunt brings his top ten list of ancient archaeological discoveries to life in
this concise and captivating book. The Rosetta Stone, Troy, Nineveh's Assyrian Library, King
Tut’s Tomb, Machu Picchu, Pompeii, the Dead Sea Scrolls, Thera, Olduvai Gorge, and the Tomb
of 10,000 Warriors—Hunt reveals the fascinating stories of these amazing discoveries and
explains the ways in which they added to our knowledge of human history and permanently
altered our worldview. Part travel guide to the wonders of the world and part primer on ancient
world history, Ten Discoveries That Rewrote History captures the awe and excitement of finding
a lost window into ancient civilization.

"For lay readers and beginning students in archaeology and ancient history, this book will serve
as an enjoyable, wide-ranging introduction to the importance of archaeology in writing-or
rewriting-history."—Library Journal --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About
the AuthorPatrick Hunt earned his Ph.D. in Archaeology from the Institute of Archaeology, UCL,
University of London, and is in his twenty-eighth year at Stanford. For over fifteen years, he
directed the Stanford Alpine Archaeology Project, and his research has been sponsored by the
National Geographic Society's Expedition Council. He is also a National Lecturer for the
Archaeological Institute of America; on a national committee of that organization; an elected
Fellow of the Explorers Club in New York City; a National Geographic Expeditions Expert; a
National Lecturer for the Archaeological Institute of America; and an elected Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. He has authored twenty-one books and 100+ articles, and often appears
as a scholar on PBS, National Geographic, and NOVA, as well as consulting for BBC and other
documentary productions. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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A PLUME BOOKTEN DISCOVERIES THAT REWROTE HISTORYPATRICK HUNT is a global
archaeologist who teaches on the faculty of Classics and Archaeology at Stanford University
and has been the Director of the Stanford Alpine Archaeology Project since 1994. He also
directs the National Geographic Society’s Hannibal Expedition as the recipient of an Expedition
Council Grant for 2007-2008. Hunt has been an elected Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society in London since 1989 and earned his Ph.D. at the Institute of Archaeology, UCL,
University of London, in 1991. His research has been featured in Archaeology magazine and
various international history and science magazines, and on the History Channel. He has written
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PENGUIN GROUP (USA) INC., 375 HUDSON STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK
10014.Version_2This book is dedicated to my most keen fellow explorer,my wife
PamelaAcknowledgmentsThis book proceeded out of my archaeological research over decades
and a recent popular course at Stanford University. Archaeologists may not actually often rate
the “Top Ten” sites or discoveries around the world, or make any such lists of most important
sites, but it was an idea that seemed surprisingly obvious in terms of how much our
understanding of ancient history is influenced by some relatively few but major discoveries. I felt
it was vital for me to have some direct field experience at these sites or working knowledge of
them. Admittedly, it is unusual for an archaeologist to range across so many cultures, regions
and eras. The deliberate breadth-depth requisite of conducting archaeological research across
five continents added years to my doctoral studies, and my Ph.D. dissertation (Institute of
Archaeology, UCL, University of London) was not published in the usual single monograph form
when finished back in 1991, but was instead split between at least seven different professional
peer-reviewed academic journals. I am grateful to the Institute of Archaeology at London for
allowing me such range.This book would not have been possible without a patient, brilliant editor
like Janie Fleming at Penguin/Plume, committed to publishing high-quality work and paying
unflagging attention to detail. My literary agent, Carol Susan Roth—a writer’s dream—
immediately saw the potential to turn a global archaeologist’s broad-ranging class into an
accessible book.I must credit Dr. Charlie Junkerman at Stanford, always visionary and prescient
about what people are hungry to learn. My wife Pamela and daughters Hilary, Allegra and
Beatrice were also equally supportive as we bounced around the world, sometimes bemused in
Italy that the little Fiats we rented had no seat belts, but it would have been redundant anyway
because our three girls were glued to their seats daily with wonderful and sticky gelato ice
cream.Friends who encouraged along the way include Chris and Teresa Hougie, Fritz and
Beverly Maytag, Ed and Susan Catmull, Rob and Mary Anne Cook, Michael and Sande Marston
and Bob Tousey. I am also deeply indebted to Helen and Peter Bing, Susan and Cordell Hull,
and the National Geographic Society and its Expedition Council for sponsoring my
archaeological research.Table of ContentsTitle PageCopyright
PageDedicationAcknowledgementsIntroductionChapter 1 - Rosetta StoneThe Key to Egyptian
HistoryChapter 2 - TroyThe Key to Homer and Greek HistoryChapter 3 - Nineveh’s Assyrian
LibraryThe Key to MesopotamiaChapter 4 - King Tut’s TombThe Key to Egypt’s God-
KingsChapter 5 - Machu PicchuThe Key to Inca ArchitectureChapter 6 - PompeiiThe Key to
Roman LifeChapter 7 - Dead Sea ScrollsThe Key to Biblical ResearchChapter 8 - TheraThe Key
to the Aegean Bronze AgeChapter 9 - Olduvai GorgeThe Key to Human EvolutionChapter 10 -
Tomb of 10,000 WarriorsThe Key to Imperial ChinaSelected BibliographyIntroductionHow would
archaeologists around the world list the most exciting and seminal global archaeological
discoveries, events that “rewrote” history? Nearly every list would include some immediately
recognizable discoveries such as King Tut’s tomb, Machu Picchu, the Rosetta Stone, Troy,
Pompeii, and the Dead Sea Scrolls, but would also include less familiar finds such as Akrotiri on



the Aegean Island of Thera, China’s Tomb of 10,000 Warriors, Nineveh and its Royal Assyrian
Library of King Ashurbanipal, and the work of the Leakey family at Olduvai Gorge and elsewhere
in the African Great Rift Zone. These are all excellent candidates for a global circle of discovery
across many continents between 1750 and the end of the twentieth century.Some of these
discoveries were entirely accidental—for example, Pompeii, the Rosetta Stone, the Dead Sea
Scrolls and even the Tomb of 10,000 Warriors. In some cases, amateurs first performed lengthy
work, but eventually the discoveries all proceeded under professional archaeological teams.
Other discoveries only culminated in triumph after hard years of persistent and logical searching,
such as King Tut’s tomb, Akrotiri on Thera, Nineveh, Olduvai Gorge and Machu Picchu. If we can
accept Heinrich Schliemann’s diaries and later accounts, which might be very risky, finding Troy
might also fall in the latter category. Some of these discoveries were excavated first in the early
days of archaeology, when treasure hunting was a more likely motive, and yet have continued for
centuries as field models reflecting current archaeological philosophies and methods. Pompeii
and Troy both fall into this category, as they continue to be studied up to the present. Other sites,
including the Tomb of 10,000 Warriors, have been found fairly recently and only excavated within
the past few decades. Sometimes politics and tourism make unlikely bedfellows with
archaeological research, yet if increasing awareness of archaeological resources and
commitment to protecting such cultural and historic resources results, this is probably a just end
as well as a reasonable incentive to continue the search for human history.This book examines
each of these ten selected discoveries—whether deliberately sought or accidentally found—in
the context of the evolving discipline of archaeology since the eighteenth century. Each chapter
also briefly explores the intellectual, political and philosophical climate of the period when the
discovery was made and evaluates it relative to the present. Although archaeology has changed
greatly since 1750, it is questionable whether we should ever judge previous generations by our
present values. What we understand and write about history has also changed greatly because
of archaeology and the material cultures unearthed. How each of these events changed
perceptions of history and the future directions of field research is also a considerable focus of
this book. Subsequent generations of scholars may not agree over what are the most important
archaeological discoveries of previous eras, but it is highly likely that these ten discoveries will
stand out forever for archaeologists as well as for those who love ancient history and reading
stories of discovery.The precise accounts of the moment when each of these great discoveries
was made differ somewhat. Some happened a century or more ago; others were unrecorded
except by multiple spectators after the fact, each with different memories or observations; still
others were written in often contradictory diaries by the same person. Although they are not
overtly fictionalized, some of the first details of these discoveries can still only be guessed at. I
have therefore tried to amalgamate the individual discovery details I consider most reliable. For
this reason, any faults in reconstructing these discoveries or errors of detail in this book are
entirely my own. Samuel Johnson once suggested that books record all we can know about
history. But with all due respect, any decent archaeologist would choose to disagree, because



the actual artifacts coming out of the ground may tell us far more than texts. Material history is at
least as important as textual history and often foundational to it. That is why archaeology and its
discoveries are so vital to understanding the past. When ancient texts are not enough or simply
don’t exist, this is when archaeology often rewrites history.Chapter 1Rosetta StoneThe Key to
Egyptian HistoryNile Delta, Egypt, 1799It was 1799 and Napoleon’s dream of a military and
scientific campaign to the Nile had filled the desert with soldiers and the river with boat traffic.
The intense heat of the Egyptian sun caused sweat to run down the necks of the French officers
overseeing the local workers along the sluggish water’s edge. This same water, once clear but
now muddy, had traveled thousands of miles from the south, descending first through rapids in
deep tropical Africa until it passed through almost lifeless deserts of sand and stone and finally
slowed as it entered the Mediterranean in the delta. The French engineers were working on the
defenses of their growing encampment, Fort-St.-Julien, on the west bank of an old port along
the Nile, and to extend their fortifications along the water they had to tear down an old wall fairly
close to it. The French had already had several battles with the Egyptians and needed to
consolidate their power. They also had military intelligence that the British would likely be
wanting to take Egypt for themselves, and they hoped this fort would deter the eventual British
attack.A French officer named Pierre Bouchard was supervising the workmen. He decided the
unneeded dusty wall had been there a long time and was instructing the men to find the seams
between the heavy stones for moving them. As they groaned and pulled, the wall finally tumbled
and the individual stone slabs fell outward. Bouchard saw one large stone, about three feet long
and a foot thick, land flat side up in a cloud of dust. It had one squared edge and the rest were
broken. But what immediately caught his eye as the dust settled was that the face of this large
flat stone was highly planed and totally covered with script, many lines of finely written text. He
called for a halt to the workers and bent down to look closely. What he saw in the bright sun
intrigued and then astonished him. He blinked his eyes to make sure. This stone, unlike so many
other fragments of Old Egypt, had three distinct ancient scripts, each different. He had been in
Egypt long enough to recognize the mysterious pictorial hieroglyphs of forgotten Egypt, but this
top section—the most fragmentary—was followed by a section of language unrecognizable to
him and then a far more familiar classical language text, with recognizable letters like A, E, N
and what appeared to be an H, along with many other unfamiliar Greek letters.Bouchard did not
know that day that he had just discovered the world’s most important key to decoding ancient
Egyptian, but luckily he was curious and followed a hunch. Bouchard had his workers set the
stone aside and set off to tell his superior officers. He must have been persistent going up the
chain of command, because within an hour or so he reported it to his commander, General
Abdallah-Jacques Menou. This extraordinary discovery would culminate a few decades later in
the most exciting decipherment the world has ever known, that of the Rosetta Stone.The
discovery of “the stone” spread like wildfire among the French and, soon after, the British, who
together helped decipher the text to give the world knowledge that had been lost for millennia.
No credible historian or archaeologist, and certainly no Egyptologist worth reading, would argue



with its importance. Decoding it, in the early 1820s, opened up ancient Egyptian language and
texts—without it, the textual history of ancient Egypt would have remained locked away in
forgotten history. Its triple script, sharing known with unknown language, also makes it the most
important document in history. Yet, for all of its earthshaking implications for revealing ancient
history, it actually recorded a rather mundane event in the Egypt of its day. The stone’s surprising
discovery and sensational reception in Egypt caused an international tug-of-war for years
between France and Britain, who not only fought over it diplomatically but also competed in
deep scholarship to decode it. The exciting tale of its deciphering is a great detective story
shared by two of the most important rival geniuses of the nineteenth century.It’s fair to ask where
ancient historians would be without the Rosetta Stone. This one stone monument above all
others changed the world, although no one would have known this when it was inscribed in 196
BC. Because its inscription was set down in several languages, the Rosetta Stone provided the
key to understanding ancient Egyptian at a time when its meaning had been lost for almost two
thousand years. Since 1822, only a few decades after it was found in the Nile and quickly
translated by the polymath physicist-doctor Thomas Young (1773-1829) in England and the
brilliant young Jean-François Champollion (1790-1832) in France, the Rosetta Stone has
revolutionized our knowledge of the past.Why is it called the Rosetta Stone?The stone is called
“Rosetta” after the place where it was found in 1799 in the Nile Delta, near the modern town of El-
Rashid, where the French were building Fort-St.-Julien. In the wide and very flat Nile Delta, the
great river forks into several branches before emptying into the Mediterranean. This particular
one of its western branches has been called the Rosetta fork of the Nile River for centuries. But
even though the name “Rosetta Stone” is firmly fixed in modern history, the Rosetta fork was not
the stone’s original home; it had earlier been moved there from an unknown location within
Egypt.The Rosetta Stone is incomplete because it was broken sometime in the past. At about
three feet, nine inches long and two feet, five inches wide, it is now little more than two-thirds of
its original size, just about five feet high. Originally it had a rounded top customary on a
Ptolemaic stela (a small standing monument shaped like a grave headstone, only a little larger—
an example is even shown on the last line of the Rosetta hieroglyph text). The remnant text—still
enough to change ancient history—contains only fourteen of the likely twenty-nine hieroglyph
lines, all of the thirty-two demotic lines (except for the top right-hand portion) and all of the fifty-
four Greek lines (except for the bottom right-hand corner).When was the Rosetta Stone carved
and what was Egypt like at the time?The Rosetta Stone dates to the Ptolemaic period in 196 BC,
when Ptolemy V Epiphanes ruled Egypt. Actually more Greek than Egyptian, Ptolemy V was part
of Alexander the Great’s legacy from conquering Egypt along with the rest of the ancient world.
Ptolemy V’s ancestor Ptolemy I, after whom he was named, was a Macedonian, like Alexander
himself. When Alexander died, worn out and sick, in 323 BC, Egypt quickly became the personal
territory of Ptolemy I, one of Alexander’s favorite companion generals, as the Mediterranean
world was carved up between Alexander’s lesser but still powerful successors. Ptolemy
apparently even seized Alexander’s sarcophagus en route to Greece and built a temple for its



repose in order to legitimize his rule in Alexandria, the new city most exemplary of Alexander’s
ideals of unifying peoples. Displaying Alexander’s trophy sarcophagus was a cunning public
relations coup, especially because so many people still believed he was semidivine even when
dead.Alexandria was an amazingly vibrant hodgepodge of the old Egyptians mixed with Greeks,
Macedonians, Africans, Semitic Asians and whoever else was attracted there by its
cosmopolitan spirit soon after its founding. Greeks had been in Egypt for centuries, especially in
the Nile Delta, trading and even writing Greek graffiti on old monuments and tombs. The first
Greek colony in Egypt was Naukratis, founded at least four centuries before Alexander came
along, but this new city of Alexandria was more than just a statement of conquest. It became
synonymous with Alexander’s ideals of blending of East and West in what would later be termed
Hellenism. Although rarely lodged in Alexandria and too busy leading his armies in the East,
Alexander devoted vast resources to the city. He wanted it to be one that would bring the world
together, somehow uniting very different cultures. It would be a triumph of beauty in planning
and architecture, its broad avenues lined with gleaming white marble colonnades and reflecting
pools. Alexandria soon boasted the world’s best library, the Library of Alexandria, and several
temples serving a curious mix of religions that had elements of both old Egyptian and new
Greek divinity and rituals. Because both the city of Alexandria and the Ptolemy conquerors were
at least half Greek, Greek became one of the necessary spoken and written languages.This
biculturalism forced the old Egyptian priesthoods to either assimilate the Greek culture into their
ancient religious system or die out. They chose survival and their scribes soon wrote Greek texts
alongside the very traditional hieroglyphs, already thousands of years old, and the quick
shorthand or cursive demotic text. These priests and scribes had even revolutionized ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphs, making them more phonetic on a one-to-one exchange basis like the
Greek alphabet, instead of a jumble of arcane combinations of ideograms, phonograms and
rebus elements, although the Rosetta Stone’s hieroglyphs are still a compendium of the former
as well.Details of the surprising text are not as important as their triplicityScribes for the
hybridized Egyptian-Greek cults and state recorders serving several different constituencies of
Egyptians and Greeks had to sometimes, although apparently not often, inscribe multilingual
texts and decrees on stone to commemorate some event on the Alexandrian and Ptolemaic
Egypt calendar. Why not write it in multiple languages so that the priests of both the Egyptian
and the Greek temples could easily read it? We still do not know if the Rosetta Stone was a
master text for less permanent, more perishable copies, or a single text unrecorded elsewhere.
We do know that the hieroglyphs were translated from the Greek and not vice versa, and that the
perhaps embarrassingly bureaucratic writing on this broken stone preserves the most mundane
of texts. This is the background context to the Rosetta Stone, to this day the sole example of a
triple language text from Egypt with sufficient detail to serve as the “key” to hieroglyphs.The text
on the Rosetta Stone is not as important as one might think; in fact, it is a rather mundane text
called the Memphis Decree, which faithfully recorded details of the establishment of the royal
cult as well as grain inventories and allotments. The nature of this decree was to help establish



and confirm the royal cult of the boy king, Ptolemy V Epiphanes (205-180 BC). The stela or
upright monument itself, probably 149 centimeters high before it was broken, has a traditional
inscription dated to March 27, 196 BC. Thus the inscription records the decree when priests of
Egypt formally put their strength behind Ptolemy, as he was only an adolescent of sixteen. The
decree brought official backing for the king in a period of much unrest. In return for setting up a
royal cult for the king, the priests would obtain favors from the king, including exemption from
certain taxes. Thus the triple-script account on the Rosetta Stone is politically motivated.Sharing
known with unknown language makes it the most important document in historyDecoding
ancient texts is a difficult task when there are few examples of the ancient writing to analyze and
the language is a “dead” language not currently spoken. This is why, for example, our
understanding of Minoan Linear A circa 1700 BC in Crete is still very tentative, because there
just aren’t enough texts to compare. It is the same for the famous stamped clay Phaistos Disc
from Crete discovered in the early twentieth century, since only one example exists, and debate
still rages as to its meaning. Even Mayan hieroglyphs from Central America are not completely
understood, even though for the more recent Mayan scripts, from around AD 300 to 800,
remnants exist today in indigenous modern dialects such as Tzotzil and Quiche. In comparison,
the Coptic language script—a melange of ancient Greek and Old Egyptian—in modern Egypt
has also existed for several millennia, although the older Egyptian remnants have had longer to
disappear from modern Coptic, and finding them was not enough to help linguists reconstruct
Old Egyptian.This mix of so-called dead languages is what sets the Rosetta Stone apart: the
very fact that it also contained a form of late ancient Ptolemaic Greek that could still be read
—“dead but not forgotten”—gave linguists a known text to help translate an unknown text
(Egyptian hieroglyphs) that was both “dead and forgotten.” That it was inscribed also in triplicate
form (Egyptian hieroglyph, Egyptian demotic and Ptolemaic Greek) made it even more valuable
to decoding ancient Egyptian.Decoding it has opened up ancient Egyptian language and
textsBeing able to translate ancient Egyptian because of the Rosetta Stone has been a great
boon to our knowledge of ancient history. In addition to viewing their art and monuments, we can
now read their own Egyptian historians, decrees, religion, literature, science and medicine,
technology and many other aspects of culture in their own language. We can see an artistic
image and read the text that goes with it; we can “read” not only the physical structures and
architecture but document the workforce that created them, since Egyptian records tell us such
things as how many workmen, farmers, soldiers and stock animals were employed; and we can
discover how many tons of stone and bushels of grain were produced. Taxation data, inventories
and other administrative and economic data also provide us dates, reigns, contacts with other
peoples and many other cultural events. Understanding ancient Egypt was impossible before
1822 when hieroglyphs could finally begin to be read again after almost two millennia. These
forgotten historical data were only mysteries before Young and Champollion used the Rosetta
Stone to decode the language of ancient Egypt. In other words, the whole culture has come alive
since 1822 in ways that were previously unimaginable.Its stone material has been misidentified



for almost two centuriesCarol Andrews, for years a most valuable Egyptologist at the British
Museum, used to joke that the great Wallis Budge, formidable keeper of the Egyptian
Department at the museum in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, would label
things once and never change his mind. This is what happened to the Rosetta Stone, labeled by
Budge as basalt stone when all the evidence was against it. Living in London, by 1987 I had
spent much time in the famous museum and I knew it wasn’t basalt. Carol Andrews often asked
me questions about stone materials, as this was my doctoral research focus, and she was one
of the first persons I told why it couldn’t be basalt. My Ph.D. dissertation supervisor, Dr. Dafydd
Griffiths, at the Institute of Archaeology a few blocks away, agreed with me. At a conference on
archaeological stone in November 1991 at the British Museum, I was finally given permission by
the guards to wedge myself underneath the Rosetta Stone, displayed at the time on a base off
the floor. There I could see its underside had quartz vein intrusions as well as a grain structure
that was closer to granitoid material than anything else. It clearly wasn’t basalt. I showed this to
other scholars at the conference, including Dietrich Klemm, considered an authority on Egyptian
stone. Now the British Museum lists the material of the Rosetta Stone as granitoid, which is still
an ambiguous category, but closer than basalt. Oddly enough, the original French records
suggest it was something close to granite almost as far back as the original discovery, but
perhaps Wallis Budge had not wanted to credit the French with anything!It caused an
international tug-of-war for years because its importance was immediately understoodAs Brian
Fagan has shown in The Rape of the Nile, Egypt was ripe for the taking around 1800 by
European countries eager to establish collections from ancient empires. By 1799, Napoleon’s
French expedition had already removed hundreds of tons of Egyptian antiquities, storing them in
Cairo before shipping them off to France. Some of this material would form the basis of a great
collection in the Louvre Museum, including objects like the eight-foot-high black statue of a
seated Rameses II and the fourteen-foot-long Great Sphinx of Tanis, not to mention hundreds of
other images of ancient Egypt. Such was the spoil collected in Egypt by the French, and other
continental powers would soon follow their example.Upon seeing the Rosetta Stone, General
Menou at El-Rashid immediately understood how important it was—he stored it in his own tent
and had it cleaned. At El-Rashid, the Rosetta branch of the Nile, the stone was not in its original
position when Bouchard’s workers dug it out from the old wall. Because it had already been
broken long since, it was clear it had been placed here much later, probably during or after the
late Roman period in Egypt, around AD 500. The French tried to find other remaining fragments
in the same river and port area in 1799, but they were unable to turn up any of the missing
pieces, most likely because the original stone monument had been far removed from its original
location even when originally broken. Even then any potential new fragments were considered
“to be worth their weight in diamonds.”The French scholars in the expedition carefully studied
the Rosetta Stone and verified that not only was the bottom text Greek from around 200 BC, but,
as mentioned, the middle text was found to be demotic, an almost cursive, shorthand form of
Late Egyptian. Demotic was often used as an administrative language in tandem with Greek in



Late Egypt at the time of the Ptolemies, circa 200 BC. The Rosetta Stone was taken to Cairo and
placed under the curation of the French Institute of Egypt, where scores of French visitors
hurried to view it, both scholars and military officers alike. Back in Egypt the stone was being
used as a sort of printing plate, like a lithograph, inked and copied for distribution. A French
newspaper, Courier d’Egypte, even announced its discovery in late 1799 as a possible “key to
hieroglyphs,” and by fall of 1800 the scholars of the French Academy in Paris found that some
knowledge about the Rosetta Stone had even reached the general populace there.News of the
discovery spread rapidly in French and soon British circles. What the French had feared about
British intentions was soon to be realized. When the British successfully blockaded and
defeated the French in Egypt in 1801, the Rosetta Stone was already one of the objects central
to negotiations in turning over France’s recently acquired Egyptian antiquities to the new British
conquerors. General Menou could have protected the Rosetta Stone by sending it out of Cairo to
France earlier, but instead he’d had it transported to Alexandria, possibly because he secretly
considered it his personal property. Menou was not on good terms with the scholars of the
French Institute of Egypt and when the threat of British forces began to materialize in the
blockade of the Nile, he retreated to Alexandria with the Rosetta Stone in his possession. The
earlier chance of shipping it to France with the rest of the Egyptian antiquities was now lost, but
Menou had probably delayed in anguish, knowing that if he sent it back to France he would have
lost any control over it. The few scholars left in his entourage became the Rosetta Stone’s
temporary curators, under his watchful eye, and they wrapped it in packing to hide it from the
British forces who were overrunning Egypt. The retreating Napoleonic French expedition were
doing their best to evacuate Egypt with whatever they could keep from the British but now
General Menou had waited too long.The British must have had spies in shipping because they
knew the Rosetta Stone had not left Egypt. From the highest British orders on down, the
mandate was to obtain the Rosetta Stone at all costs. As spoils of war, the British general John
Hutchinson required all antiquities to be turned over for his safekeeping. Negotiations for the
British in 1800 were conducted by a clergyman, Edward Clarke, and the diplomat-collector Sir
William Hamilton. The British had tracked the Rosetta Stone directly to General Menou. In his
book Cracking Codes, Richard Parkinson relates the anecdote that upon being forced to give up
the Rosetta Stone, General Menou could be heard bellowing from his tent, “Never has the world
been so pillaged!” This apparently amused the British because to them Menou was the epitome
of an official looter.The French, especially General Menou both as an individual but also now
suddenly representing his country in protest, were understandably very upset to part with it as
the Rosetta Stone had already become a French national treasure, not because of anything
aesthetic but because of its triple language texts, whose significance, if not meaning, was
already clear. The Rosetta Stone would remain a focal point in nationalistic competition over
Egyptian matters between the French and British for decades, revived in the decoding race of
the Rosetta Stone by Champollion and Young, rivals whose roles have been promoted or
downplayed by both French and British historians.The tale of its deciphering is a great detective



story shared by rival geniusesThe Rosetta Stone was firmly ensconced in the British Museum by
1802 in a royal decree by George III, but its casts and rubbings, some of them taken back in
1800 in Egypt, proliferated in collections such as the Vatican’s and in centers of European
learning including Uppsala and Leiden and even Philadelphia’s Philosophical Society, where
academicians and scholars tried (unsuccessfully for the most part) to make sense of the
hieroglyphs. In the next few years, several linguists who could already read the Greek were able
to make some headway in translation. Among them were the Orientalist and linguist Baron
Silvestre de Sacy, who was able to decipher the demotic name for Ptolemy, and the Swedish
scholar J. H. Ackerblad in 1802, neither of whom receive sufficient credit for their linguistic
advances in reading hieroglyphs.The main figure in this almost mythic story is usually Jean-
François Champollion (1790-1832), who had already learned eight languages, including
Hebrew, Greek and Latin, by age sixteen. He was held in such high esteem even before
publishing his Rosetta Stone studies in 1822 that he became a professor at the Lycée of
Grenoble at age nineteen. The other figure of at least equal brilliance is Thomas Young
(1773-1829), a British medical doctor, linguist and physicist of optics who was one of the first in
modern times to formulate and use logical principles of what would become cryptography. Like
Champollion, Young had mastered at least seven languages as an adolescent, and he was
widely regarded as a genius scientist and universal scholar (called “Phenomenon Young”) and
Champollion a genius linguist. Neither Champollion nor Young was working directly with the
Rosetta Stone but instead with copies. The fact that one man was French and the other British
heightened the nationalistic tension and competition in this race to decode the Rosetta Stone.
Most likely because France could never forgive Britain for taking the Rosetta Stone from them by
force after French discovery, French historians to this day usually mention only their countryman
Champollion in the decipherment and are very grudging about giving the British scientist Young
any of the credit that he is rightly due.Champollion’s older brother Jacques Joseph Champollion-
Figeac (1778-1867), a professor of Greek at the University of Grenoble, had much earlier, in
1802, encouraged twelve-year-old Jean-François to study the inscription of the Rosetta Stone if
he wanted to make a lasting mark on Egyptology. Jean-François eventually became a student of
Silvestre de Sacy at the College de France in Paris and there he learned Coptic, the latest
ancient version of Egyptian (using mostly Greek letters) surviving from the Roman period. Under
de Sacy’s tutelage, at age sixteen in 1806, the brilliant young Jean-François Champollion gave a
paper to the Society of Sciences and Arts in Grenoble showing that Coptic was a remnant of Old
Egyptian and the last language of Old Egypt. Thus Champollion gradually homed in on the old
hieroglyphic language of Egypt over the course of at least a decade. Champollion was almost
fanatically supportive of Napoleon in his political outlook, so it was no surprise that Napoleon
signed the official paperwork making Champollion a doctor in 1809, which was an unusual
elevation outside of and above the normal academic bureaucracy.In 1814, when he was twenty-
four, Champollion wanted to have a better copy of the Rosetta Stone “lithograph” since his older
sources, taken from the earliest French and British copies of its text, did not quite match up. He



began correspondence with the brilliant Thomas Young, who was forty-one years old, seventeen
years his senior, and served as the foreign secretary to the Royal Society. Champollion
requested verification of certain passages. The usually generous Young quickly obliged but with
not much more than was necessary.In 1815, Baron de Sacy warned Thomas Young against his
former student Champollion in a letter, suggesting that Young should guard his original research
more carefully, saying:I think, Monsieur, that you are further ahead [than Champollion] and that
you can read a considerable part of the Egyptian hieroglyphic text. But if I had one piece of
advice to give you, it would be to not communicate your discoveries too much to M.
Champollion. It could transpire that he might then claim to have been first.Such was the
continuing intense rivalry between France and Britain over Egyptian antiquarian interests, no
doubt in part fueled by that French resentment over having lost the Rosetta Stone, widely
popularized as the “key” to Egyptian hieroglyphs. By 1816 Thomas Young had long recognized
the importance of the cartouche “envelope” seen around Egyptian royal names and had
correctly translated the cartouche-enclosed name of Ptolemy in the hieroglyph portion of the text
and accurately recognized sound signs for p, t, i, s and m, among others. Young’s credit,
however, was acquired in Britain mostly after his death.After Napoleon’s 1815 defeat at Waterloo
and exile to Elba, Champollion continued his unpopular public support for Napoleon and lost his
professorship at Grenoble in 1821. His brother Jacques Joseph came to his rescue, and
Champollion went to Paris to live under his brother’s roof.In 1819 Thomas Young published his
translations of the names for Ptolemy and Cleopatra in A Supplement to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, which most British (but not French) historians of Egyptian linguistics maintain
Champollion soon read and annotated with his own ideas.On September 14, 1822, Champollion
received and read long-awaited and detailed reports of hieroglyphs at Abu Simbel, sent from a
friend on his travels in Egypt. These included inscriptions for Rameses II and the god Thoth as
well as others with Pharaoh Thutmose III. His sequence of deductions went something like this,
although there is still a great deal of debate about the reconstructed events: By comparing them
with copies of the Rosetta Stone text, Champollion could verify and reestablish some of the
phonetic signs that Thomas Young had already suggested. These included excellent logical
guesses for Ptolemaic variants of k, l, m, p, r, s and t, several of which were shared (l, p, t, r)
between the royal cartouches (elliptical “braided” envelopes around names) for the names
Ptolemy and Cleopatra. Champollion then saw a sun disc symbol as representing the god Ra
and followed by a double s. He correctly deduced that the symbol in between the Ra and the ss
must be an m sound. He verified this by examining an ibis symbol for the god Thoth, which was
combined with a similar m plus s, establishing his primary breakthrough in a table of Egyptian
phonetic sounds. Champollion was fortunate that Ptolemaic Egyptian had added some vowels to
translate Greek equivalents, where earlier Egyptian did not use vowels. Champollion’s
achievement—not unaided—was that he showed Egyptian could now be proven to contain
some phonetic alphabet letter equivalents as well as readable nonphonetic symbols, now called
logograms, the latter working like a rebus. A rebus is a combination of ideas, often abbreviated



visually and phonetically. For example, modern symbols combining pictures for an eye and a
heart and the letter U can be read as an English rebus for “I love you.” Without doubt it was the
Rosetta Stone itself with its triple ancient language texts that provided the comparative linguistic
framework and impetus for both Young’s and Champollion’s research. Public interest in this
famous stone must have certainly attracted other researchers, such as Silvestre de Sacy,
Johann Akerblad, and Stephen Weston, to its text again and again and likely whetted their
scholarly appetites and linguistic abilities for its decipherment. Soon enough, Champollion could
finally confirm his new hieroglyph assessments, the mathematician Young’s research having
paved the way for years with so many logical tips and linguistic directions.Legend says
Champollion went running to his brother’s office at the institute and shouted “I’ve done it!” The
Champollion myth also says he collapsed for five days from his mental exertions, but this is likely
a Romantic invention. Champollion’s older brother now had access to the French Institute for
Inscriptions and Belles Lettres as secretary to one of its chief officers, Baron Joseph Dacier. To
immediately publish his findings, Champollion wrote his famous Letter to M. Dacier over the next
few days, yet cautiously backdated it to September 22, probably for fear of being upstaged. This
backdating seems to many British historians to be evidence of guilt over an unacknowledged
debt to Thomas Young. But there in his official document Champollion explained his seemingly
individual discoveries and solutions for Egyptian hieroglyphs with tables of phonetic readings.
Almost a week later he read this document in Paris before the entire assembly of the French
Institute.The results were received with near spontaneous praise and wonder in Paris and soon
after across all of Europe. Now a national hero for beating the British to the discovery,
Champollion was universally hailed as a genius (which was true, after all) and the sole
antiquarian linguist who had solved the mystery of ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs (not true),
whose meaning had been lost to the world of history for almost two millennia. Apparently
Champollion’s address did not once credit anyone else, certainly not his British rival Thomas
Young, whose years of careful work he had built upon without acknowledging his debt. What is
not often recorded is that Thomas Young was in that very audience on that day, September 27,
when Champollion read his report to thunderous acclaim. Without too much bitterness, Thomas
Young wrote this subtly revealing letter to Sir William Hamilton, the most famous collector of
antiquities of his generation:I have found here . . . M. Champollion, junior, who has been living for
these ten years on the Inscription of Rosetta . . . It may be said that he found the key in England,
which has opened the gate for him . . . You will easily believe that were I ever so much the victim
of the bad passions, I should feel nothing but exultation at Mr. Champollion’s success.Perhaps
oddly, the off-and-on correspondence between Champollion and Young continued until 1829
when Young died, generous with his research to the end. Champollion went on to become a
chief officer of the Louvre Museum in 1826. Finally traveling to Egypt in 1828-29, he died in 1832
at age forty-one, having received, through to this day, the lion’s share of fame for decoding the
Rosetta Stone.ConclusionThe Rosetta Stone connects ancient Egypt to the Ptolemaic period
and is without question our link to a forgotten language. As Egyptologist J. G. Manning recently



(2007) wrote to me in response to my question about his view of its importance:The fortuitous
discovery of the Rosetta Stone, and Champollion’s brilliant and groundbreaking work on the
texts recorded thereon, opened up Egyptian civilization in its own terms for the first time.
Simultaneously, and equally importantly, it shed important light on the relationship between the
Ptolemaic kings and the Egyptian priests in an epoch when Egypt’s ancient past was being
reinvigorated. The Rosetta Stone is, at once then, the foundation text of Egyptology and a crucial
link between ancient Egypt and its legacy to the modern world.Seven years after Champollion’s
momentous Paris event in 1822, Thomas Young died in 1829 in his mid-fifties without public
acknowledgment of his huge role in deciphering the Rosetta Stone, remembered and honored
instead in his lifetime and beyond for his scientific genius. Young was even elected to the French
Academy of Sciences in 1827 as one of only eight foreigners, but ironically it was for Young’s
accomplishments in the sciences and not for his decoding work on the Rosetta Stone and
deciphering of Egyptian hieroglyphics. Even if we can never fully properly credit Young and
Champollion and their predecessors equally, that our understanding of the world of ancient
Egypt was forever changed after the Rosetta Stone is without question.Chapter 2TroyThe Key to
Homer and Greek HistoryHisarlik, Turkey, 1870Holding a favorite book in one hand, Heinrich
Schliemann stood on the windy hill, facing north in the breeze off the sea. His eyes could just
barely pick out the far sliver of water as the setting sun glinted off it. He looked down at his text. It
was the Iliad, Homer’s great epic poem about Troy. Schliemann’s fingers moved down the text to
where he could read about the streams of the Simois and the Scamander running to the sea. He
looked up again and his eyes then traced along the valley below, just the kind of terrain where
such rivers could have meandered thousands of years before. He calculated the distance to the
sea and thought it was just about right, imagining Greek warships once landing where a bay
might have been long ago, now filled up with silt. Then he pivoted around on his boot and turned
south, straining his eyes in the distance to find the last light of the day glowing on a mountain
that would have been easily visible for any people living on this hill so long ago. His eyes
dropped back down to his text, and he searched for the passage about Mount Ida in Homer,
mentioned in the poem as being to the south of Troy. The poem and the landscape in which he
stood really did match, he realized. Noticing something for the first time, he stooped down and
picked up an old broken piece of pottery, thick and worn. Turning it over in his hand, he
wondered how long ago the complete pot had held water, grain or olive oil. With his boot he
kicked at the soil beneath him, and dusk settled in, but not before he had brought to the surface
several other potsherds. None of the broken pottery matched, he noted in the growing dimness.
But this was a good sign, suggesting there must be a lot of broken pottery beneath his boots.
Clearly a lot of pottery meant a substantial settlement of people had lived here at one time. His
mind racing, Heinrich Schliemann wondered if this really could be Troy. Putting the broken
potsherds in his coat pocket, he walked down the hill, vowing to return in the morning with some
tools and baskets. He began to believe that Homer’s details about the fortress of Troy perfectly
matched this old hill. He could almost hear the cries of battle in his imagination, one strong voice



belonging to the mighty Greek hero Achilles. . . . Whether or not this story is true, Schliemann
was right that Troy existed.The destruction of TroyThe hilly streets ran with blood and the night
air was filled with the clashing of swords and shields and the cries of people as doors were
battered down. Everywhere was the choking smell of fires burning. The high and broad walls of
massive stone were intact, but the wooden gates were breached. The bright flames could be
seen for miles over the blackened silhouettes of falling towers, and a thick column of smoke
billowed above the proud fortress city that guarded these hills and valleys where two continents
came together. If people could flee, they went eastward and southward away from the
marauders whose ships were beached not far below the hill. The smoke was visible for miles as
mighty Troy was destroyed.After hauling the bloodied surviving men and weeping women away
into slavery, the looted city would be abandoned for centuries. Erosion of the upper mud brick
walls, dissolving into indistinguishable soil, would eventually affect most of the remaining walls.
Wind-driven seeds would grow in the ash and soon new grasses would cover the softening hill,
waving in the wind from the sea. Then native shrubs would grow back over the bits of stone
foundations and finally trees would make the landscape no different from any other in the region.
If an eagle or seabird landed on the wooded hill a few generations later, it would detect almost
no trace of its great past. The birds would not hear echoes where battle cries once rang out, or
before that the songs of children, the banter of merchants and the decrees of kings and queens.
Only silence would reign at Troy for a long time.We are fairly able to reconstruct this event or one
like it; this is not just the subject of poetry and myth but, in fact, the closing hours of a great
civilization that came crashing down around 1200 to 1100 BC. Whether there was one war or a
series of many smaller battles, whether the cities were invaded from the outside or collapsing
from within, this story became legend. This legend was repeated at Mycenae, Thebes, Tiryns
and many other fortress cities of the Late Bronze Age in and around Greece when order
descended into chaos and the Dark Ages fell upon Greece for hundreds of years. In that
intervening period, the time of heroes and the legend of Troy was not forgotten but the language
changed greatly. The new way of writing its sounds was altogether different; instead of the old
method of inscribing a picture-based type in the Late Bronze Age (ending around 1100 BC), as
seen on clay tablets found at many of the old sites like Knossos and Pylos, the new writing form
used an alphabet borrowed from the Phoenician traders after 900 BC. What had been written in
the old form is now called Linear B and is identified as a Mycenaean-style text. Now we know
that Linear B was essentially an early form of Greek. Both the language and the new way of
writing it as an alphabet changed in the transition of civilizations.But these new Greeks
remembered the stories that were handed down from parent to child, from poets reciting by the
hearths to audiences eager to hear of past glories. The story of Troy was a fabled one they all
knew from being told many times over. No doubt the rapt listeners could anticipate some familiar
words and phrases and even appreciate the poets’ innovations about once-great Troy.Since the
nineteenth century, Troy has been transformed from myth into history. While stories about Troy
and the Trojan War have dominated the Western imagination for millennia, they also inspired the



foundation of modern archaeology. Every new generation peering back through time at Troy
seems to need to ask: Why is Troy and its discovery so important? The rediscovery of Troy
helped establish modern archaeology, as matching Homer’s epic poem to the landscape set
precedents for other discoveries along the same method of matching texts to topographies. In
fact, Troy was not just a place connected to the Bronze Age epics; it had many layers of
civilization, stretching over thousands of years. The first excavator at Troy, Heinrich Schliemann,
amazed the world with startling showmanship and a knack for media manipulation, but, however
questionable his motives and methods, he persuaded the world that Troy had really existed. Troy
serves as a good example of a kernel of historical truth embedded in myth. One of the core
myths of Troy, the Trojan War, would not have happened because of a beautiful woman like
Helen, but would more likely have been a territorial battle over trade rights. Another core myth,
the Trojan Horse, also has historical roots in the westward migration of horses and their first
arrival in the Mediterranean world from the central Asian steppe lands. Troy was also known
outside Greece; texts from the Bronze Age Hittites, a prominent culture of ancient Turkey, show
they knew the place, also called Ilion, as Wilusa. This proves Troy’s existence at that time. Long
after Schliemann did his initial work at Hisarlik, Turkey, renewed modern excavations at Troy
continue to demonstrate its importance.On the hill of ruined Troy in 480 BC, the Persian emperor
Xerxes ordered the sacrifice of a thousand cows before setting out to attempt to conquer
Greece, affirming Homer’s legends that this site marked the age-old conflict between Asia and
Europe. After conquering Constantinople in 1453, Sultan Mehmet II rode his horse up the then
mostly bare hill at Hisarlik, Turkey, again marking the site for Asia instead of Europe. This is in
contrast to Homer’s poem where the Greeks burn Troy, then called Ilion. As late as 1453, people
knew this was the site of ancient Troy. But after the Byzantine world was conquered and
Constantinople became Istanbul, the historical Troy was replaced by the Troy of myth. Indeed, by
four hundred years later, when Schliemann made his discovery, Troy had been relegated to
myth, and very few believed it had even existed except in the imagination of Homer and his
Greek heirs.
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R. Bennett, “10 Stories of Life and World Changing Historical Events presented in a Very
Personal Way. This book was astounding! The ten chapters on incredible archeological finds
throughout the world blew my mind away! Especially of interest to me were the chapters on the
Rosetta Stone, Pompeii, Thera, and an extremely personal story about the author going to
Machu Picchu and playing a recorder from the site and the mostly spiritual experience it turned
out to be. Hunt starts each chapter with a story on how the site was found or details about how it
started making the contributions it did to science, archeology and history. Very good stories.
After this, Hunt explained the details about the find and how it has made the impact it has upon
the world's history. There were things in each chapter that I did not know, even though I did know
something about most of the sites. I learned a lot and want to read this book repeatedly to
ingrain the information and the feelings associated with what was presented in my memory.
Several of these sites have been transferred to my bucket list of places I want to visit and see for
myself before I die. I hope I have the opportunity as these are world changing events in general
and life changing events in the personal.”

Fuad R Qubein, “The Power of Modern Archeology. It would be rather difficult for a person who is
not familiar with archeological events to list the top ten great discoveries. That is why this book,
Ten Discoveries that Rewrote History, by Patrick Hunt, is a great help. The author not only lists
these discoveries for us but also points out their historical significance and the circumstances
surrounding their discoveries.Several of these discoveries are generally familiar to us from
newspapers, like Tutankhamen (Tut) Tomb, Machu Picchu, the Rosetta Sone, Pompeii, and Troy.
Others are vaguely familiar like Akrotiri, Nineveh, Leaky’s work, the tomb of 10,000.
Interestingly, several of the most famous archeological events were discovered accidentally -
pure serendipity! Others required much effort and extensive spending . It is difficult to discuss
all of them here but two stand out as very significant. Take the Rosetta Stone, which was
accidentally discovered by Napoleon’s forces while cleaning the Nile river in 1799. The writing
on this stone enabled the deciphering of the hieroglyphic language thus opening up the ancient
history of the Egyptians which was a mystery for 2000 years. But Tut’s tomb was considered the
greatest discovery of the 20th Century and also the most rewarding. In a US tour in 1976 it
attracted over 8 million visitors and brought over $100 million in income.There is little doubt that
archeological exploration has been increasing steadily since archeology became an official
discipline in the 18th century. Greater awareness has been one of the factors behind this.
Nations have been taking pride in exploring their cultural and architectural history. But
archeological projects require funds and this has been a handicap. Many believe that funds are
more usefully invested elsewhere, e.g. in medical care and in fighting poverty. As in other
projects, politics are becoming instrumental in setting budgets and priorities .Meanwhile, there
has been a mystifying attachment to old archeological events and artifacts. At the state level we



find Greece and Egypt in legal fights with English and other museums demanding the return of
of some of their archeological objects that were captured in the old colonial days when controls
were absent. Even at the family level we find people taking pride in buying and owning remains
of old columns or artifacts even if they go back to more than 3500 years. Thankfully, this has now
become illegal in most countries.Fuad R QubeinAug. 2017”

Bookman, “Awesome Book. I can't really add anything that the other reviewer's haven't said. But I
can say that this is one of the best books i've read in a while. it's so exciting. like i'm there digging
up the past. there's almost no nonsense in this book, no unneccessary technical babble, etc. it's
written almost like a novel, only with facts. Patrick Hunt is obviously a very passionate person.
When he described what he considers the most magical moment of his life, I could directly relate
with it, and I was extremely moved. If you buy this book and read it I guarantee you will revise
your bucket list.”

M.G., “Ancient Discoveries Revealed. This pocket-sized book by Stanford Archaeologist Patrick
Hunt on "Ten Discoveries that Rewrote History" covers a lot of ground on this weighty subject. At
first I was mildly disappointed that it offered no photos, maps, drawings or illustrations that
normally accompany such texts, but once I started reading, I quickly forgot about this omission.It
is not easy to treat effectively ten major archaeological discoveries in some 20 pages each, but
Dr. Hunt has done this masterfully, starting with a description of what the initial discoverer must
have felt upon realizing the significance of what he had come across, whether by chance or
determined effort. He then describes the ensuing study of these finds and why they changed the
way historians and archaeologists look at the past. I am personally familiar with several of his
chosen sites (Pompeii, Machu Picchu, Thera, Troy, Nineveh, Rosetta Stone), yet learned
something new about each from this his descriptions and analysis. Interjected throughout are
personal anecdotes by Dr. Hunt regarding his contract with these sites and the scholars who are
studying them.This book can easily be read and enjoyed over a single weekend, with the
resulting urge to visit many of these fascinating sites. I would certainly recommend it to the
adventurous traveler with an interest in the ancient world.”

Amanda Hibbert, “Ten Discoveries that Rewrote History. Thank you Patrick Hunt for writing this
book! From the first page to the last it was breathtaking! I couldn't put it down, I've heard about
these discoveries but never so many with so much detail and so well written!”

Deacon Gene Townsend, “Excellent book!. Each of the discoveries mentioned in this book are
fascinating. Just the right amount of detail is presented. It is more difficult to write short than long.
Too many books of this sort bury you with too much detail. Not Ten Discoveries That Rewrote
History..”

Roy Hobbs, “very fun!. This is a very fun read. I know very little about archaeology and did not



even know about all the discoveries this book discussed. Still, I found this book to be informative
enough for someone with no experience in the field but not overwhelming with detail. Each of
the 10 discoveries has about 10-20 pages giving the history of the discovery and what was
learned from them.  I very much enjoyed it!”

r, “Five Stars. Interesting”

The book by Patrick Hunt has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 102 people have provided feedback.
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